How Landscape Ecology Informs Global Land-Change Science and Policy
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Landscape ecology is a discipline that explicitly considers the influence of time and space on the environmental patterns we observe and the processes that create them. Although many of the topics studied in landscape ecology have public policy implications, three are of particular concern: climate change; land use–land cover change (LULCC); and a particular type of LULCC, urbanization. These processes are interrelated, because LULCC is driven by both human activities (e.g., agricultural expansion and urban sprawl) and climate change (e.g., desertification). Climate change, in turn, will affect the way humans use landscapes. Interactions among these drivers of ecosystem change can have destabilizing and accelerating feedback, with consequences for human societies from local to global scales. These challenges require landscape ecologists to engage policymakers and practitioners in seeking long-term solutions, informed by an understanding of opportunities to mitigate the impacts of anthropogenic drivers on ecosystems and adapt to new ecological realities.
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Landscape ecologists employ an interdisciplinary perspective to understand multiple natural and human-caused drivers of landscape change operating simultaneously and interactively, often focused on coupled human and natural systems with policy-relevant outcomes. In 2013, we surveyed all members of the US regional chapter of the International Association for Landscape Ecology (US-IALE), asking them to identify “the most pressing environmental policy issue to which the science of landscape ecology can contribute.” The three most prevalent responses were (1) land use–land cover change (LULCC), (2) urbanization (as a particular case of LULCC), and (3) climate change. These emerging areas highlight global-change policy needs that are crucial to the preservation of the environment and human welfare. In this invited State of the Science report to BioScience, we first describe the discipline of landscape ecology and then focus on these three issues to showcase the contributions our discipline has made and can make to policy-relevant science.

What is landscape ecology?
Landscape ecology is a well-established subdiscipline of ecology (Turner 2015) that focuses on multiscale feedback between spatial pattern and ecological process (Urban et al. 1987, Forman 1995, Turner et al. 2001, Turner 2005). Patterns are quantified by a toolkit of metrics—such as patch size, connectivity, and shape (Riitters et al. 1995, McGarigal 2002)—which allow inferences about the dominant processes and scales operating over time. Ecological processes, such as nitrogen fixation, trophic interactions, or carbon sequestration, are driven, influenced, and constrained by their spatial context. Theories and methods of landscape ecology have been applied to many systems—terrestrial, nonterrestrial, and their interface—and along a natural to human-dominated gradient (Wiens 2002, Musacchio et al. 2005). Decades of work have enabled a broad understanding of the patterns that result from both natural disturbance and human use or management of ecosystems, of their interactions, and of the importance of scale-dependent spatial heterogeneity in structuring ecological processes (Turner and Gardner 2015). It is beyond the scope of this article to comprehensively review the field of landscape ecology (for that we refer the reader to the References cited); instead, we focus more narrowly on how the tenets of landscape ecology can help inform the policy decisions for managing landscapes in the face of global environmental challenges, such as the three prioritized by US-IALE members: LULCC, urbanization, and climate change.

Landscape ecology explicitly considers scale (Turner 1989, Turner et al. 2001, Urban 2005). Scale is defined by both...
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State- and regional-level scale

Socioeconomic: Property laws, tax laws, economic markets

Ecological: Precipitation, temperature, tree biogeography

Questions

What is the likelihood that this landscape will be predominantly forest?
What type of forest will grow here?
How will county zoning laws influence forest change?

Property/parcel level scale

Socioeconomic: Ownership goals, property taxes

Ecological: Existing forest, soil type

Figure 1. To determine how forest cover changes over time on the Keweenaw Peninsula in northern Michigan, researchers must understand fine-scale social, economic, and ecological characteristics at the parcel level (e.g., management goals and decisions of the owner, soil types), as well as the broad-scale constraints at the state or ecoregion level (e.g., state property and tax laws, regional climate). Map data: ESRI, Digital globe, and US Geological Survey (https://lta.cr.usgs.gov/high_res_ortho).
Abbreviation: km, kilometers.

the grain (or resolution) of the data and the extent of the study region or period (Delcourt and Delcourt 1988). When conducting research to support policy decisions, the scale must be relevant to the focal organism, process, pattern, or policy of interest and to the organizational level at which it can be implemented (i.e., local, state/provincial, or federal jurisdictions). Ensuring a match between the policy scale and the ecological scale is not always straightforward. From an ecological perspective, the grain should provide enough detail for signal detection, whereas the extent should be large enough to encompass enough spatial and/or temporal heterogeneity to reflect the process or pattern of interest. From a policy perspective, the spatial and temporal scale should match those at which decisionmaking and implementation takes place (figure 1). Scale matching will minimize the costs associated with overly intensive, fine-scale research (expense, time, effort) while also minimizing the opportunity costs associated with collecting data either irrelevant or outside the scope of the policy realm. For example, focusing on watershed-scale drivers of water pollution (e.g., housing density) is relevant to policy focused at watershed management but less relevant to policy focused on single-household
Land use–land cover change

Land use–land cover change (LULCC) is an important global change agent, and although the direct impacts of LULCC are relatively easy to identify, foreseeing the indirect and cumulative effects of landscape change is more difficult (Wiens et al. 2011). Many policy decisions must contend with these unintended and indirect consequences of land-use decisions, which are becoming more prevalent with globalization (Mayer et al. 2005, Liu et al. 2015). Explicit consideration of LULCC at multiple scales is a hallmark of landscape ecology and provides a source of information from which land-use policy can draw (Opdam et al. 2013, Table 1).

Land use is defined in terms of human activity, typically categorized into classes such as industrial, agricultural, and forest plantation. In contrast, land cover is not defined in terms of human activities and includes categories such as forest, wetlands, and open water. Changes in land use and land cover can have substantial landscape-level effects, including biodiversity loss, habitat fragmentation, and water-cycle interruptions, as well as broader-scale feedback to climate through interactions among the biosphere, hydrosphere, and atmosphere (Foley et al. 2005, Avila et al. 2012). Other LULCC can have positive effects on biodiversity and ecosystems, particularly intentional ecological restoration efforts such as reforestation. Finally, LULCC also includes changes that are not directly driven by human activities, such as transitions between woodlands and savannas resulting from changes in precipitation. A single LULCC, such as the clearcutting of forests or the planting of a monoculture tree plantation, can have long-term legacy effects on ecosystem dynamics, including succession and disturbance feedback (e.g., Loudermilk et al. 2013). Land use also affects the challenges organisms face when navigating or migrating through landscapes (e.g., Wegner and Merriam 1979, Scheller and Mladenoff 2008). Three of the most widespread LULCCs globally are deforestation, agricultural expansion, and urbanization.

Deforestation. Changes in forest cover due to deforestation and forest degradation continue to be a principal focus of LULCC studies globally. Forests are increasingly recognized for their crucial contribution to biodiversity, ecosystem services, and the global carbon cycle (Liu et al. 2015); however,
the global trend in forest cover continues downward, with approximately 35% of the world’s primary forest cover converted to other land uses since the advent of agriculture (Mackey et al. 2014). Remaining forests occupy about 34% of the earth’s terrestrial surface, with primary forest, forest plantations, and forests managed for wood products accounting for approximately 36%, 7%, and 57%, respectively (FAO 2010). Landscape ecology has influenced forest policy along a continuum of land use: from the conservation of primary forests and the management of commercial forests to the restoration of converted or degraded forest lands (Liu and Taylor 2002, Lamb 2014, Table 1).

Increased understanding of scale-dependent effects of landscape composition and configuration on species habitat selection, movement, and demography has given rise to significant changes to forest policy. Habitat protection and recovery efforts for endangered and threatened species have shaped land-management decisions in forested landscapes. For example, the needs of the endangered northern spotted owl (Strix occidentalis caurina) and controversy over the harvest of their old-growth forest habitat culminated in the Northwest Forest Plan, ushering in a new era of forest ecosystem management on federal public lands in the United States (Yaffe 1994). Enhanced understanding of the landscape needs of the endangered boreal woodland caribou (Rangifer tarandus caribou) resulted in altering how their critical habitat is identified, widening the definition of their critical habitat to one that encompasses a majority of boreal forest in Canada (Environment Canada 2012).

Strategies to maintain or enhance forest ecosystem services via policy, including carbon storage and climate regulation, can also benefit from the principles and practices of landscape ecology. For example, the United Nations’ REDD Program (Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation) offers incentives for developing countries to reduce emissions from forested lands and invest in low-carbon paths to sustainable development (Mackey et al. 2014). These plans often include large-scale forest conservation, sustainable forest management strategies, and the enhancement of forest carbon stocks. Forest certification also offers consumer-driven incentives for forest stewardship. Although certification is voluntary, it has served to operationalize concepts of sustainable forest management in the marketplace and in international agreements and is increasingly reflected in government policies in Europe and North America (Cashore et al. 2003, Pulz et al. 2013). Developing and updating the standards for REDD projects and certification programs, along with associated criteria and indicators, require robust landscape science to assure that these programs are having the intended effects.

Agricultural land use. Agricultural expansion often converts biologically diverse habitats to low diversity systems (e.g., crop monocultures) with high inputs of nutrients and synthetic chemicals (Foley et al. 2005, Fahrig et al. 2011). In addition to becoming sources of nutrient pollution, pest populations often increase in or are attracted to agricultural ecosystems, facilitated by the dominant practice of monoculture cropping. The simplification of industrial agricultural landscapes reduces the ecosystem services they provide not just at the field level but also over much larger areas (Prager et al. 2012). Nonpest species can face high mortality from pest eradication programs (e.g., use of pesticides and herbicides), turning agricultural areas into habitat sinks, where more individuals die than are produced through reproduction. Many of these impacts are either specifically exempt from existing laws (e.g., agricultural runoff is classified as a nonpoint pollution source and exempted from the US Clean Water Act of 1972) or are not addressed at all. Therefore, the strategic management of agricultural practices and expansion is important for both ecological and policy concerns.

The landscape configuration of monocultures can be designed to mitigate their negative impacts on biodiversity and ecosystem functions, mainly through land-use policy (Table 1). Early work in agricultural landscapes focused on creating corridors for species persistence and movement (Wegner and Merriam 1979), examining the edge effects on species diversity (Fry and Sarlov-Herlin 1997) and installing riparian buffers to limit nutrient runoff (Peterjohn and Correll 1984). More recent research has quantified landscape structure, such as the diversity of crop types (Fahrig et al. 2011), to better understand how agriculture affects terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. Results from this research have informed the policies of the US Department of Agriculture’s Conservation Reserve Program (CRP). These insights have also been integrated and extensively applied at a multinational scale via European Union agricultural and landscape policy, particularly through payment for ecosystem services programs (e.g., the 2000 European Landscape Convention; Cassatella and Peano 2011, Conrad et al. 2011, Prager et al. 2012). However, agroenvironmental programs in the US Farm Bill (e.g., CRP, the Grasslands Reserve Program, and the Wetlands Reserve Program) are primarily enacted at the farm scale, suggesting an obvious gap in addressing processes that take place within a broader landscape context. Landscape-ecology research can inform these agricultural policy gaps for regional, large-scale biodiversity conservation and preservation of ecosystem services, such as pollination and the biocontrol of pests (Kennedy et al. 2013, Office of the Press Secretary 2014).

Landscape ecology also helps shape mitigation measures that can be integrated into agricultural practices. The recent land-sharing-versus-land sparing debate seeks to find a balance between ecosystem conservation and agricultural production across landscapes (Mastrandelo et al. 2014). A land-sharing approach supports production practices that provide ecological benefits, typically those that eliminate pesticides and synthetic fertilizers, and create habitat heterogeneity, supporting ecosystem functions. Shade-grown coffee plantations and polyculture cropping systems with perennials are examples of this approach (Railsback and Johnson 2014). Maintaining quality habitat
Table 1. Selected examples in which landscape ecology can address emerging challenges and inform policy development and implementation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emerging challenge</th>
<th>Principles from landscape ecology</th>
<th>Examples of current policy applications</th>
<th>Opportunities for better integration with policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Land use–land cover change (LULCC) | Focus on scale and spatial pattern informs policy on pattern and intensity of land-use change (e.g., forestry). Ecological impacts are determined by LULCC patterns (extent, intensity, connectivity with surrounding matrix). | • US Roadless Area Conservation Rule of 2001 for National Forests  
• Regional and municipal land-use planning (e.g., the urban growth boundary of Portland, Oregon)  
• Land-management plans across scales (stand, tenure, and regional levels), such as the Landscape Conservation Cooperative Network in the United States | Use land sparing and sharing ideas to enable sustainable landscape planning.  
Examples:  
• Agriculture: USDA Conservation Reserve Program (CRP)  
• Forestry: United Nations’ Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD) |
| LULCC: Urbanization | Emphasis on temporal scales and ecosystem dynamics provides insights on legacy effects or altered disturbance regimes.  
Understanding links between spatial pattern and ecological processes can help predict how LULCC will affect biodiversity and ecosystem functions | • Endangered Species Act (US)  
• Species At Risk Act (Canada)  
• Forests: REDD program, Best Management Practices and Certification Schemes  
• Agriculture: Payment for Ecosystem Services programs, US Clean Water Act of 1972, 2000 European Landscape Convention, US Farm Bill/CRP | • Management of disturbances over large landholdings (e.g., grazing land, Bureau of Land Management)  
• “Healthy Forests Initiative” (salvage logging), USDA Forest Service  
• Need for integrated planning across sectors (e.g., forestry, agriculture, mining).  
• Jurisdictional boundaries (state/provincial versus federal) create challenges and potential conflict in policy direction and the implementation of management strategies.  
• CRP impacts beyond the farm/parcel scale |
| Climate change | Predicting urban expansion based on past patterns and how landforms shape urban growth. How urbanization affects ecological processes such as species movements and local extinctions.  
Urbanization increases area of impervious surfaces, affecting hydrological systems and contributing to the urban heat island effect.  
Spatially explicit models predict how hydrological flows, water quality, and temperature will be affected by urban land cover and how these changes might be mitigated.  
Nonnative species can increase in urban areas. Propagule pressures and responses of nonnative species to changes in landscape cover and composition can be modeled. | • Zoning (Greenbelts/urban growth boundaries and Conservation Subdivisions, or CSDs)  
• Natural landscaping ordinances (e.g., Ordinance 7522 in Tucson, Arizona)  
• Green infrastructure and brownfield redevelopment (e.g., the US Environmental Protection Agency’s brownfields programs)  
• Urban agriculture/community gardens zoning (e.g., Chicago, Illinois)  
• Management of invasive species that affect species at risk can be implemented through species Recovery Plans (Canada) | Ecologically based building codes, vegetation and zoning ordinances  
Greenbelts and green infrastructure size and placement in landscape  
Help craft policy for invasive or nonnative species management on private land.  
Invasive species often become problematic when they cross geographical boundaries; therefore, cross-jurisdictional cooperation is a necessary challenge. |

Note: The policy examples draw mainly from the United States and Canada, which are regions with which the authors are familiar. Landscape ecology can inform policy in other regions of the globe; however, the specific applications may be different from those outlined here.
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for crop pollination services can also ensure functional habitat connectivity throughout agricultural fields for wild pollinators (Kennedy et al. 2013), although bee foraging ranges limit these effects (Garibaldi et al. 2011). However, the land-sharing approach requires a larger amount of land to produce the same amount of crop biomass, with no guarantee of preserving biodiversity among shared areas.

A land-sparing approach (also known as land intensification, or a triad strategy in forest management) seeks to confine industrial production to as small an area as possible, with the implication that production areas will be inhospitable to most species (Phalan et al. 2011). The land-use intensification approach to conservation has a longer history in forest policy and management (Lindenmayer et al. 2012). Lessons learned in forested lands may be broadly applicable to agricultural and urban land uses, although the comprehensive effects of land-intensification policies need to be better understood (Tscharntke et al. 2012).

Landscape ecologists have not reached a consensus as to whether and where land-sharing and -sparing approaches should be considered for land management. For ecological services such as pollination and predation on agricultural pests, the land-sharing approach often leads to the most beneficial outcomes for both biodiversity and production (Railsback and Johnson 2014). In contrast, land sparing may result in better conservation outcomes for species with small distributional ranges (Phalan et al. 2011). For many landscapes, maximizing biodiversity and production may come from the judicious use of both approaches. Land managers will need to determine the appropriate balance between the two approaches to maintain the ecosystem services and functionality of a landscape (Phalan et al. 2011, Mastrangelo et al. 2014).

Urbanization. The vast majority of people in industrialized countries live in urban areas, and people in developing
countries are rapidly becoming predominantly urban dwellers as well (Grimm et al. 2008). Urban areas are strongly dependent on their regional environments for energy, natural resources, and amenities and substantially influence their regions through these connections (Pickett et al. 2011). Cities influence ecosystems through habitat fragmentation and loss, changes to local and regional weather and climate (e.g., the urban heat island effect), alterations to nutrient and water cycling, the production of excess carbon dioxide, and the influx of nonnative species (Foley et al. 2005, Pickett et al. 2011). Cities can also be hotspots for new introductions of nonnative species, some through the globalized trade of exotic plant and animal species (McKinney 2006). Via escape, release, or spread through urban rivers and green space, introduced species can invade surrounding rural and natural areas, often causing additional strain on native species and their habitat. Through the loss of native species and the gain of invasive ones in cities with similar infrastructure design and pattern, urban areas become “homogenized” and lose their biological distinctiveness, attaining an ecological similarity to many other urban areas around the world (McKinney 2006, Groffman et al. 2014). Urbanization can lead to the production of algal blooms and eutrophic conditions through the addition of excess nitrogen and phosphorus from runoff (Grimm et al. 2008), and urban streams are affected by higher concentrations of toxic chemicals contributed by runoff from impervious surfaces. Furthermore, water flow becomes increasingly variable because of reduced infiltration.

Socioeconomic drivers within cities create complex, scale-dependent patterns in biodiversity and ecosystem functioning (Wu 2014). Plant diversity increases with family income (i.e., the “luxury effect”; Hope et al. 2003), and urban biodiversity can peak in suburban residential areas as a result of higher habitat heterogeneity, higher primary productivity (driven by human-derived water and nutrient supplements), and the introduction of nonnative species (McKinney 2006). The associated ecological effects depend on the spatial and structural characteristics of urban growth, suggesting that policy outcomes will differ among cities of different sizes and at varying scales within cities.

Land-use policies can lead to more sustainable cities through the protection and addition of habitat patches, green space, and other vegetation (Lin and Fuller 2013, Wu 2014, Table 1). For example, vegetation features (or “green infrastructure”) meant to mitigate stormwater runoff, such as green roofs, urban parks, street trees, and urban wetlands, can increase habitat availability and connectivity for terrestrial organisms (Braaker et al. 2014) and decrease urban heat island effects. Private and community gardens, rain gardens, and vacant lots also can boost local terrestrial and aquatic insect diversity while reducing the area of impervious surfaces (Philpott et al. 2014). Assuming the net-positive impact of gardens, policies aimed at legitimizing them would greatly support these activities. One example is a recent ordinance in Chicago, Illinois, that approved a new zoning code for urban agriculture, making it easier to establish larger community gardens. In combination with allied disciplines such as urban planning and landscape architecture, landscape ecology can inform land-use policies that dictate green infrastructure design, its distribution throughout urban landscapes, and the optimal locations for urban infill through brownfield redevelopment (Antrop 2001, Pickett et al. 2011, Felson et al. 2013).

Other policy efforts focus on setting the appropriate boundaries for cities, and the compact-versus-sprawling-city debate is similar to the land sharing–sparing debates in agriculture. The relative ecological impacts of promoting urban intensification by enacting “greenbelt” policies and increasing population density (land sparing) versus greening lower-density urban areas through the use of native plantings and connected green space (land sharing) are likely to depend on local conditions and legacies (Lin and Fuller 2013). For urban land use, limited research suggests that land sparing results in higher landscape-level biodiversity than land sharing does (Gagné and Fahrig 2010), although residents of high-density, compact developments may experience lower well-being because of reduced access to green space and other natural amenities.

At the urban fringe, the loss of agricultural and natural areas to exurban development is of growing concern (Theobald 2004). Amending zoning ordinances to allow for conservation (or “open space”) subdivisions (CSDs) has been proposed as a way to restrain exurban development. In a CSD, 50% or more of the developable land is preserved in open space through homeowners associations or land trusts, and steps are taken to reduce habitat fragmentation, to protect riparian corridors and other ecologically fragile habitats, and to link multiple CSDs together to create an interconnected greenspace network (Arendt 2004). The few studies that have evaluated the success of CSDs from an ecological standpoint suggest that habitat connectivity for the benefit of a variety of species can be maintained (Freeman and Bell 2011), and the majority of CSDs focus protection efforts on representative ecosystems that are native to the area (Milder and Clark 2011).

It is important to note that cluster subdivisions (that maintain open space but not necessarily links between systems, native species, or use guidelines) do not seem to afford the same benefits as CSDs (Lenth et al. 2006). We encourage landscape ecologists to document the differences in conservation, cluster, and traditional subdivisions to assist planners in developing more ecologically protective zoning ordinances. Resolving these planning dilemmas will require harmonizing the way urban landscapes are described and investigated across disciplines (figure 2). Planners generally have limited means of incorporating ecological information into the planning process. Developing a shared terminology, in which ecological attributes are combined with zoning and land-use designations, will improve the translation of landscape ecological knowledge into planning practice. As a first step, urban landscape ecologists should consider
adopting the zoning and land-use designations used by planners.

Climate change
Understanding the effects of climate on ecological patterns and processes requires the cross-scale perspective that is a mainstay of landscape ecology. Anthropogenic climate change has altered patterns of global temperature and precipitation, and nearly all climate projections predict accelerated changes through at least the end of this century (IPCC 2013). These changes will be manifest in myriad ways, including not only warmer temperatures but also longer growing seasons, rising sea levels, increased extreme events, and altered seasonality of precipitation and snowmelt. These changes are region dependent; will affect ecosystems and the socioeconomic systems reliant on and interacting with those ecosystems; and will be influenced and amplified by policy and LULCC (Avila et al. 2012).

Modern and paleo-distribution data indicate that most species have an affinity to a particular climatic and disturbance regimes, as well as the ability to shift distributions in response to climate change (Delcourt and Delcourt 1988). The capacity to adapt to climate change varies within and across species, often determined by life-history attributes and genetic variation (Foden et al. 2013). Whereas in the Pleistocene, plants and animals migrated relatively unimpeded across landscapes in response to natural climate changes, contemporary landscapes are fragmented by LULCC. Understanding the spatial connectivity needed to enable the biota to disperse, migrate, and adapt in response to a changing climate and LULCC is crucial. Data on landscape configuration combined with the biophysical requirements of organisms allow for explicit estimates of (a) how a species might be maintained in its current location, (b) whether natural migration is possible given the anticipated pace of change, (c) whether natural migration can be facilitated by specific LULCC policy, and (d) whether species translocation is feasible where natural migration is not possible (Iverson 1999, Scheller and Mladenoff 2008, Thomas 2011).

With climate change, many regions are likely to see changes in natural disturbance regimes: wildfire frequency, windstorm frequency and intensity, flooding, and forest insect and disease outbreaks (Dale et al. 2001). Changing disturbance regimes affect vegetation at broad spatial and temporal scales (Buma et al. 2013). Changes to disturbance regimes that progress outside of historical ranges may be more ecologically severe, although mortality will vary widely (Miller et al. 2011). In some cases, climate effects interact with long-term legacy effects from historic LULCC and forest recovery and may create unique conditions for future disturbances and management (e.g., Loudermilk et al. 2013, Buma 2015). In other cases, climate change may alter fundamental disturbance drivers; for example, fire disturbance frequency and intensity may switch from being primarily controlled by fuels to being primarily determined by drought. These changes may require major shifts in risk management and prediction (e.g., fire modeling, firefighting).

Notwithstanding legacy effects, future climate-driven disturbances and coupled interactions among disturbances will likely be the main catalyst for rapid vegetation change. Although the direct physiological effects of climate on organism survival and establishment may drive species’ range changes in many areas where large disturbances are currently rare (Zimmermann et al. 2009), in areas where those large events currently occur (or will start to occur in the future climate), changes in disturbance regimes will likely overshadow and outpace these direct effects where and when they occur (Loudermilk et al. 2013, Syphard et al. 2013). Given the pace and magnitude of changes likely to occur to species’ ranges and the distribution of their habitat (Zimmerman et al. 2015), conservation policy may need to move toward the greater use of spatially dynamic reserves to assist species’ redistribution and adaptation (Strange et al. 2006, Moilanen et al. 2014, Table 1).

Visualizing resilience and response to climate change. Estimating the effects of climate change involves linking spatially coarse-scaled modeling projections of climate conditions to processes that occur at finer scales. For example, topography exerts a moderating effect on local climate (e.g., temperature regimes, water balance, snow pack) that drives species range dynamics and population dynamics (Ashcroft et al. 2009, Serra-Díaz et al. 2015). Spatial and topographic downscaling of climate data and models is required to bridge this gap (e.g., Franklin et al. 2013). Other temporal and spatial scaling factors affecting ecological responses to climate change include interannual climate variability and extreme events (Zimmermann et al. 2009). Although there is currently no consensus on the characteristics of a climate-resilient landscape, landscape ecology can provide insight into future range of uncertainty and options for management, as well as guide long-term policy decisions. Historically resilient systems are becoming less informative because of shifting baselines; past reference systems for management are no longer attainable (Thomas 2011). Landscape ecology holds promise for ameliorating the effects of climate change by identifying locations of inherent resilience that can be preserved or restored to resilient conditions (e.g., Buma and Wessman 2013, Duveneck and Scheller 2015) and vulnerable areas where restoration or protection is difficult. For example, changing climate and disturbance regimes may substantially diminish the capacity of the US Federal Emergency Management Agency to effectively implement disaster-management policies, such as the National Flood Insurance Program. Landscape analyses can determine which areas are likely to experience greater flooding risks because of the loss of ecosystems that can mitigate the effects of storms and sea-level rise.

Interactions among global-change drivers and policy
We have discussed LULCC and climate change separately, and although existing policies often address them
separately, these drivers are connected. One example of an emerging issue linking LULCC and climate change is biomass-based bioenergy production (generating energy from crops, tree plantations, or residues from agricultural and natural habitats). Advocates suggest that bioenergy can mitigate climate change by providing carbon-neutral energy sources (Dale et al. 2011). In the United States, biofuel production is incentivized by policies such as the federal Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 and many state-level renewable portfolio standards. However, if this transition to a biomass-based energy system is to occur at all, it must be accomplished without further reducing biodiversity and ecosystems health through the use or development of truly carbon-neutral energy sources and in a way that does not complicate landscape management in other areas (Dale et al. 2011, Liu et al. 2015). One policy choice concerns the use of the roughly 15 million hectares of marginal cropland enrolled in the CRP to grow bioenergy crops (Werling et al. 2014). These lands are currently managed as highly diverse grasslands and young forests (Wiens et al. 2011). Ultimately, the policy choice among options such as using marginal land to produce biofuels to offset carbon-intensive fossil fuels or restoring natural habitats as carbon sinks on that land will be improved by our knowledge of the interactions between LULCC and its climate impacts (Liu et al. 2015).

Landscape ecologists are keenly interested in how and why resilience is spatially variable across landscapes and in creating more climate-resilient landscapes through land management (Hobbs et al. 2014). The pace at which species are exposed to climate change (Serra-Diaz et al. 2014) will be influenced in part by the structure of the landscape. Landscapes that have already undergone extensive LULCC and are highly fragmented or dominated by nonnative species may have reduced resilience to climate change. It can be difficult to test policy and management options to mitigate these global-scale changes or manage for them. Therefore, landscape modeling is a priority. Via modeling, landscape ecology offers a unique capacity for scientists and land managers to work together to “test” different management options using computer simulation, mitigating the need for resource-intensive landscape-manipulation experiments (e.g., Buma and Wessman 2013, Duveneck and Scheller 2015). Models have the capacity to include a variety of social, ecological, and climatic drivers, including LULCC, restoration scenarios, and disturbances, as well as their interactions for long-term landscape management (e.g., Syphard et al. 2013). The ability to test complex scenarios at a variety of scales is one of the more practical approaches brought by landscape ecology to the management community. Nevertheless, if the theories and tools derived from landscape ecology are to inform LULCC and climate-change policies, associated uncertainties must be clearly communicated and incorporated into policy recommendations (Nassauer and Corry 2004).

Conclusions
Landscape ecologists in the United States recently identified climate change, LULCC (including deforestation and agriculture), as well as a particular type of LULCC, urbanization, as the most pressing issues to which the discipline of landscape ecology can contribute policy-relevant science. As a result, among the many objectives addressed by the discipline, these three formed the focus of this State of the Science essay.

The world is entering a period of significant climate departure for which there is no analog in our historical data sets (Williams and Jackson 2007). Many recent climate and LULCC changes may be irreversible, and scientists, managers, and policymakers have begun to adapt to this new reality. Proactive management and restoration plans must identify habitats that will be resilient under future climate regimes; these may include novel ecosystems when restoration or maintenance of historic conditions are infeasible because of legacy effects (Hobbs et al. 2014).

The policy challenges posed by these conditions are place based: They occur in specific spatial and social contexts with local and regional constraints on inputs and outcomes. For example, a critical examination of spatial patterns in ecosystem services can contribute to locally appropriate zoning and green infrastructure policies to support urban ecosystems and enhance the quality of life for urban residents (Felson et al. 2013). At broader scales, long-term data sets (i.e., the 30-year Landsat satellite image series) can be used to evaluate and improve the implementation of existing land-use policies, such as the 2001 Roadless Area Conservation Rule for US national forests and the national No Net Loss goal for wetlands (Mayer and Lopez 2011). Finally, studies that reveal the links among social, economic, and ecological drivers of land-use change are well positioned to provide guidance on policies (such as REDD) that affect both LULCC and climate change (Liu et al. 2015). However, policy-sensitive problems must be differentiated from policy-insensitive problems: Some problems will be responsive to management activities or behavioral changes, whereas others will not.

Landscape ecology is well positioned to examine the causes, consequences, and interactions of LULCC, urbanization, and climate change at multiple scales. The field is at the forefront of providing information on the complex interactions between the environment and ecosystems—and between urban and nonurban land uses and climate—at multiple spatial and temporal scales. The focus on pattern and process allows for the exploration of future scenarios of specific policy actions, often through simulations and modeling exercises (Nassauer and Corry 2004). However, we must “move past the map” and toward discussions of the natural and anthropogenic mechanisms involved in LULCC and climate change so that policies may be developed or revised to address these mechanisms directly (rather than only their impacts).

The field is well placed to be a bridge between other specialized disciplines and policymakers, putting science in a
spatial and temporal context and supporting scientifically informed place-based policy. There are many opportunities to collaborate across disciplines to address these problems. This can be done by bridging terminology and methodology gaps, encouraging cross-attendance of all parties (including policymakers) at professional-society meetings, learning from and sharing approaches and tools, and training students in interdisciplinary thinking. Landscape ecologists also have a responsibility to better integrate stakeholders and public interests into their research (Conrad et al. 2011, Opdam et al. 2013), communicate findings to policymakers, and accurately and responsibly portray the uncertainty in those findings while also conveying the risk of inaction. Its unique perspective across time, space, and disciplines means that landscape ecology is well positioned to contribute policy-relevant knowledge for solutions to the world’s most crucial environmental problems.
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